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Abstract

Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major public health problem accounting for more than 9.4 million incidents yearly of which most incidents are common in resource poor countries. The prevalence of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in these countries is relatively high and TB/HIV co-infected patients often test negative for TB with direct microscopy, which poses diagnostic difficulties. The traditional diagnosis of HIV associated TB is complex, expensive, slow and technically demanding as it relies on conventional culture and drug susceptibility testing. The long delay required to obtain results has devastating consequences for patients who go undiagnosed or diagnosed too late. The purpose of the study was to determine the effectiveness of GeneXpert technology in the diagnosis of smear-negative pulmonary *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in HIV positive patients. A retrospective cross sectional study was conducted on 400 patients suspected to have *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and who were referred to the Namibia Institute of Pathology (NIP), Windhoek from November 2014 to May 2015. Patients with known HIV status who had their sputum tested by both the GeneXpert (Cepheid, California, United States of America) and direct microscopy (DM) for TB were included. Out of 400 sputum samples analysed for TB, 253 (63.3%) cases were positive using GeneXpert whereas the DM was positive only for 133 (33.3%) of the cases. Out of these 123 smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis (SN-PTB), 120 (98%) sputum samples were from HIV positive patients while 3 (2%) were from HIV negative patients. The sensitivity of the GeneXpert was calculated as 98% and the specificity was 52%. The majority of the patients who contributed to SN-PTB were found to be co-infected with HIV. The GeneXpert’s sensitivity was found to be high while the specificity was low. Even though this was the case, the GeneXpert as compared to DM could significantly reduce false negatives and the delay on treatment initiation can be significantly shortened, reducing premature death and ongoing transmission.

*Corresponding author.*

1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is an airborne disease caused by the bacillus *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*. Tuberculosis usually infects the lungs but can also affect extra-pulmonary sites. Most infections with TB are caused by inhaling cough droplets or dust particles containing the tubercle bacilli which become lodged into the lung, forming an inflammatory lesion. Generally, people infected with *M. tuberculosis* will develop the disease, but the probability is much higher among HIV patients. Genus *Mycobacteria* infects a third of the world’s population with 95% of those infected with *M. tuberculosis* species [1].

TB remains one of the world’s deadliest communicable diseases. According to the World Health Organization (2014) approximately 9 million people developed TB in 2013. An estimated 1.1 million (13%) of the 9 million people who developed TB in 2013 were HIV-positive. Namibia is the 4th leading country in TB incidence rate per 100,000 population with approximately 751 cases per 100,000 people. The data show that TB is a serious concern to the Namibian population given, the total population of 2.2 million [1].

If TB is to be eliminated as a global problem, earlier diagnosis, timely identification of rifampicin resistance as well as improved detection will be essential. Both diagnostic delays and treatment initiation can be significantly shortened, reducing premature deaths and on-going transmission [2].

Tuberculosis can remain dormant for years without showing symptoms or spreading to other people. The most common method for TB diagnosis worldwide is sputum smear microscopy or Direct Microscopy, which has limited sensitivity, especially among HIV-infected patients. Lack of prompt diagnosis and appropriate treatment of TB increases the risk of transmission, drug resistance and case fatality [3].

In 2007, the WHO decided to improve the diagnosis and management of smear-negative tuberculosis in HIV prevalent and resource constrained settings. The implementation required individuals with presumptive TB to be initially evaluated using two sputum microscopy examinations followed by clinical diagnosis such as chest X-rays in smear-negative individuals [4].

Since that time, there has also been a lot of advancement in technology to assist with TB diagnosis such as the GeneXpert which uses Nucleic Acid Amplification Techniques (NAAT) to identify *M. tuberculosis* DNA and resistance to rifampicin. In December 2010, WHO endorsed the GeneXpert MTB/RIF for use in TB endemic countries and declared it a major milestone for global TB diagnosis [2]. However, during that period it was unclear how the assay performed as compared to the WHO 2007 algorithm in the diagnosis of smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis (SN-PTB) [4]. WHO’s 2013 policy recommendations emphasised that after evaluating the GeneXpert MTB/RIF technology, it should be used rather than conventional microscopy and culture as the initial diagnostic test in adults suspected of multi drug resistant TB or HIV associated TB [5].

2. Tuberculosis and HIV Co-Infection

Tuberculosis is a potentially fatal contagious disease that can affect any part of the body but is mainly an infection of the lungs. Tuberculosis is caused by the tubercle bacillus, *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (MTB). It is a contagious disease that spreads through air droplets when people with active disease cough, sneeze, sing or speak. The disease is of major public health importance in Namibia and one of the three most frequent causes of hospitalization and reason for attendance in the outpatient clinics [6]. If TB is left untreated, each person with active TB will infect on average of 10 and 15 people every year. This outlines the importance of correct diagnosis of TB to prevent further spreading of infection and help control the prevalence and incidence of TB infections in Namibia [7].

TB and HIV have been closely linked since the emergence of AIDS. The single most important factor contributing to the high prevalence and challenges in control of tuberculosis in developing countries is TB/HIV co-infection. Infection with HIV greatly increases the risk of developing tuberculosis and accelerates its progress. Progression to AIDS is also accelerated in those patients with TB/HIV co-infection. HIV greatly increases the progression of TB, leading to more frequent extra-pulmonary involvement, atypical radiographic manifestations
and paucibacillary disease which can impede timely diagnosis [8]. About 15.8% of the adult population in Namibia is HIV positive and 60% of TB patients are HIV positive indicating the serious burden of TB/HIV co-infection in Namibia. In Sub Sahara Africa, HIV is the most important cause of the increasing incidence of tuberculosis with up to 70% of those with tuberculosis being HIV positive [9].

While the GeneXpert technology has been widely received in Namibia, DSM is still widely used for the diagnosis of TB in HIV positive patients. The high HIV prevalence rate in Namibia makes effective TB diagnosis a priority in HIV positive patients to increase case detection and improve treatment outcomes. This study sought to evaluate the effectiveness of GeneXpert technology against conventional diagnostic techniques used in Namibia.

3. Methods of TB Diagnosis

Prompt and accurate TB diagnosis is the prerequisite for early and effective treatment thereby reducing tuberculosis burden. There is however a number of difficulties in achieving the WHO goal of eliminating TB. Sputum smear microscopy is inefficient due to its variable sensitivity particularly in patients with sputum smear-negative, extra pulmonary disease, and drug-resistant TB. Culture of MTB on Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) medium is “the gold standard test”, takes several weeks to produce results and hence causing delayed onset of treatment [10]. Recently, there have been significant advances in MTB diagnostic methods, including BACTEC, QuantiFERON-TB Gold, and nucleic acid amplification tests such as line probe assay and GeneXpert. A combination of factors including high costs, limited resources and the poor performance of various diagnostic tests make the diagnosis of TB difficult in developing countries [11].

3.1. Smear Microscopy

The most common way for diagnosing TB worldwide is through sputum smear microscopy/DM using the fluorescence microscope (Auramine) or the Ziehl-Neelsen method (gold standard). However this method is susceptible to human error and other factors beyond control that can result in false negatives. A number of factors that can cause false negatives include poor quality specimen or not obtaining the proper portion of the specimen during the smear preparation. Excessive decolourization during staining can also contribute to false negatives. There have also been cases where the issue has been associated with overheating of the slide during the fixing procedure, the slide being exposed to day light for too long in case of fluorescence microscopy and long interval between staining and reading of results [12].

The above mentioned factors can all be controlled with proper training and information given both to patient and the laboratory personnel involved with the testing. There is however one factor that is in most cases beyond human control and more to do with the pathophysiology of TB in HIV positive patients. This is false negative results in HIV positive patients because people with more advanced HIV tend to have lower levels of TB bacteria in their sputum. As a result, a larger proportion of people with HIV will test smear negative than in the general population [4].

The traditional way of diagnosing HIV associated TB and drug resistance is costly, time-consuming and technically demanding as it depends on conventional culture and drug susceptibility testing (DST). This process takes several days to obtain the results which have devastating consequences on patients who go undiagnosed or diagnosed too late, and it requires specialization and investment in laboratory infrastructure [2].

The impact of false negative in TB diagnosis can have far reaching consequences and is very detrimental to the global initiative as it may mean further spread of TB infections from untreated cases. Technology has however advanced and there are now automated methods to assist in the diagnosis such as the GeneXpert technology [2].

3.2. Culture

Several new techniques have been developed over years which are directed to detection of MTB directly from clinical specimen as well as for drug susceptibility testing. Lowenstein-Jensen medium is one of the non-selective medium used for recovery of *Mycobacteria*. It is therefore most commonly used in clinical diagnostic laboratories. It is however said to be less sensitive in the recovery of MTB from clinical specimens as compared to other culture media. The detection of growth is fairly prolonged up to 3 - 4 weeks.
Several semi-automated and automated *Mycobacteria* detection methods are currently available, including radiometric BACTEC 460 system (BD Diagnostic System, Sparks MD) and the non-radiometric system, the MGIT 960 (BD Diagnostic System). The MGIT has an average detection time of positive samples of about 13 days as compared to the BACTEC 460 system which takes about 15 days and lastly, the culture method which takes about 27 days [13].

### 3.3. GeneXpert MTB/RIF System

The GeneXpert (Xpert MTB/RIF) is a cartridge based automated diagnostic test that can identify *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (MTB) DNA and resistance to rifampicin (RIF) by nucleic acid amplification technique (NAAT). The Xpert MTB/RIF assay consists of two main components: 1) the Xpert MTB/RIF plastic cartridge, which contains liquid sample processing and PCR buffers and lyophilized real-time reagents 2) the GeneXpert instruments which controls intra-cartridge fluids and performs real-time PCR analysis. In December 2010 the World Health Organization (WHO) endorsed the Xpert MTB/RIF for use in TB endemic countries and declared it a major milestone for global TB diagnosis. The Xpert MTB/RIF provides sensitive detection of tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance directly from untreated sputum, in less than 2 hours with minimum hands-on time. This technology reduces “human error” and with the nucleic acid amplification technique (NAAT) it will reduce the number of false negatives diagnosed [14].

The GeneXpert system simplifies molecular testing by fully integrating and automating sample preparation, amplification and detection; required for real-time PCR testing. The Xpert MTB/RIF assay is based on hemi-nested real-time PCR amplifying the rpoB gene target. Basically, target detection and characterization is performed in real time using a six-colour laser detection device. Molecular beacons using novel fluorophors and quenchers are used to detect hybridization to each of the five amplified target regions of the gene. Bacillus globigii, a spore-forming soil organism, is used as a full process control, acting as quality check for bacterial trapping, bacterial lysis, DNA extraction, amplification, and probe detection.

The assay was designed to be safe for use in microscopy laboratories where biological safety cabinets are usually not available. The sample treatment reagent is mycobactericidal, rapidly killing *M. tuberculosis* during the liquefaction process, and studies have confirmed that no aerosolation of *Mycobacteria* occur while running the device. The GeneXpert platform is FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved and the assay is manufactured under ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 13485:2003 certification and approved by the regulatory authority in Europe.

Adoption of Xpert MTB/RIF does not eliminate the need for conventional TB microscopy, culture and DST capacity. Microscopy and culture remain necessary for monitoring of treatment, as it is unlikely that a test based on DNA detection would be suitable. Xpert MTB/RIF should therefore not be used for monitoring of treatment. In addition, conventional culture and DST are still required to detect resistance to anti-TB drugs other than rifampicin [15]. The study aimed to determine the effectiveness of GeneXpert technology in the diagnosis of smear-negative pulmonary Mycobacterium most significantly in HIV positive patients.

HIV positive patients have a decreased load of TB bacillus in their lungs because they usually form poor lung cavities when infected with TB, making it difficult to diagnose TB using direct microscopy alone as it may result in false negatives [4]. It was been reported that in 2011, 430,000 people were estimated to have died of TB and HIV co-infection. The risk of TB progressing from latent to active TB is estimated to be between 12 to 20 times greater in people living with HIV than among those without HIV infection. This also means that they may become infectious and pass TB on to other people at a faster rate than HIV negative patients [16].

### 4. Research Design and Methodology

#### 4.1. Research Design

A retrospective-cross sectional study was conducted on patients suspected of Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection and who were referred to the Namibia Institute of Pathology (NIP) in Windhoek from November 2014 to May 2015. In the study TB was first routinely diagnosed by the use of microscopic examination of the sputum smear by means of auramine staining or Ziehl-Neelsen method. The final diagnosis was done using the GeneXpert. Patient data was including DM results, GeneXpert and HIV results was retrieved the laboratory information system. The sample size consisted of 400 sputum sample results of patients with known HIV status and their
sputum samples tested by both the GeneXpert and direct microscopy for TB. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (Statistical Package of Social Sciences) software version 22. Chi-square was used to compare the two methods and p-value equal to or less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

4.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

All patients with known HIV status and their sputum samples tested by both the GeneXpert and direct microscopy for TB at NIP from November 2014 to May 2015 were included in the study. All patients with unknown HIV status or patients who had been tested with only one method for PTB, being either the GeneXpert or the direct microscopy were excluded.

4.3. Ethical Consideration

Ethical clearance to conduct the study was obtained from NIP, NUST and the Ministry of Health and Social Services (MoHSS) Research Committees. No individual consent was required as archived patient records were collected and no patient identification was used.

5. Results

The sample population of the study was 400 archived PTB patient records generated using the two methods; the GeneXpert and direct microscopy (DM) for TB diagnosis. Table 1 shows the comparison of the GeneXpert and DM in PTB detection.

Out of 400 sputum samples analysed for TB, the GeneXpert had more positive results (63.3%) than DM (33.3%). The difference between the two methods in PTB diagnosis was therefore statistically significant. Table 2 shows the comparison of the GeneXpert and DM in PTB detection according to HIV status.

Out of the SN-PTB (237), the majority of the sputum samples were from HIV positive patients (237) while only a few (30) were from HIV negative patients. The difference between the two methods in identifying TB in relation to HIV was statistically significant. Table 3 shows the diagnostic efficacy of the GeneXpert.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The comparison of the GeneXpert and DM in PTB detection.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GeneXpert results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p value 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. The GeneXpert and DM comparison in PTB detection, adjusting for HIV.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIV status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p value 0.001.
The Ziehl-Neelsen (DM) was used as the gold standard to determine the diagnostic specificity and sensitivity of the GeneXpert as culture was not routinely performed. The formulas below were used to calculate the GeneXpert sensitivity and specificity:

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{100 \times \text{True positive}}{\text{True positive} + \text{false negative}}
\]

The diagnostic sensitivity was 98%.

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{100 \times \text{True negative}}{\text{True negative} + \text{false positive}}
\]

The diagnostic specificity was 54%.

The sensitivity for the GeneXpert was 98% and the specificity was 54% respectively. Table 4 is a comparison of the GeneXpert and DM in diagnosis of PTB cases in males and females. The difference between the two methods (DM and GeneXpert) in detection of PTB according to gender was statistically significant. Figure 1 represents detection of PTB using GeneXpert and DM in the different age groups.

The age group with most SN-PTB was the 31 to 45 years (54%). The difference between the two methods in PTB detection according to age group was statistically significant for age groups >15 years.

### 6. Discussion

The main objective of this study was to determine the effectiveness of the GeneXpert technology in the diagnosis of smear-negative pulmonary Mycobacterium tuberculosis in HIV positive patients using data from routine specimens for screening of PTB at NIP, Namibia from November 2014 to May 2015.

A total number of 253 (63.3%) PTB cases were identified with the use of the GeneXpert whereas only 133 (33.3%) of the TB cases were positive with DM as shown in Table 1. The difference in TB diagnosis between the two methods was statistically significant. The results are consistent with other studies and literature which states that DM has limited diagnostic benefits as it is susceptible to human error and other factors beyond control that can result in false negatives [3] [12]. In this study, factors related to false negatives may include poor quality specimens, not obtaining the proper portion of the specimen during smear preparation or the effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Diagnostic efficacy of the GeneXpert.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GeneXpert results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patients with TB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p value 0.0001; TP = True Positive; TN = True Negative; FN = False Negative; FP = False Positive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Comparison of GeneXpert and DM in diagnosis of PTB according to gender of patients.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GeneXpert results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p value 0.0001.
PTB-HIV co-infection. It is disconcerting that most of these TB false negatives contribute to lack of prompt diagnosis and appropriate treatment and consequently increases the risk of transmission, drug resistance and case fatality. Our findings show that 3 (0.8%) TB cases were detected with DM but the GeneXpert failed to detect them. GeneXpert targets only the MTB whereas DM is positive with all acid fast bacilli and thus not very specific.

Our findings indicate that SN-PTB was common in HIV positive patients when using DM as seen in Table 2. The findings of this current study agree with the results of other studies which noted that false negative results in HIV positive patients were a result of people with more advanced HIV having lower levels of TB bacteria in their sputum [4]. As a result, a larger proportion of people with HIV test smear negative than HIV negative people. Maximum benefit is therefore utilized by using the GeneXpert in not only targeting HIV/TB co-infected patients but also paediatric patients, drug-resistant TB as well as extra-pulmonary TB. Consequently, diagnostic delay and treatment initiation can be significantly shortened, reducing premature death and on-going transmission [15].

Table 3 shows that the GeneXpert had a sensitivity of 98% and the specificity of 54%, respectively when compared to the Ziehl-Neelson method. Other studies have reported high specificity and sensitivity of the GeneXpert method as in comparison to the results of this current study. A study conducted by WHO (2011) indicated the GeneXpert sensitivity of 80% and the specificity of more than 80% in patients with smear negative PTB [15]. When the GeneXpert was compared to the TB culture gold standard the sensitivity was 67% while the specificity was 98% [14]. In a similar study the GeneXpert sensitivity was 95% and the specificity 33% [4]. The results of this current study could be different from other studies as we used the Ziehl-Neelsen method as the gold standard as compared to other studies that used culture.

In HIV/PTB co-infection in SN-PTB, 120 (34.7%) patients were HIV positive while only 3 (0.9%) patients were HIV negative as shown in Table 2. Comparing our results with other studies, our findings indicated a big difference. DM positive and GeneXpert positive results on the other hand show that 3 (0.9%) were HIV positive. The observed difference between the two methods among HIV positive patients and HIV negative patients in this study and in other similar studies is due to the impact of HIV in causing false positive results with DM than with the GeneXpert [15].

Our findings indicate that SN-PTB was common in HIV positive patients when using DM as seen in Table 2. The findings of this study agree with the results of other studies which showed that false negative results in HIV positive patients were a result of people with more advanced HIV having lower levels of TB bacteria in their sputum [4]. As a result, a larger proportion of people with HIV test smear negative than HIV negative people. Maximum benefit is therefore utilized by using the GeneXpert in not only targeting HIV/TB co-infected patients
but also paediatric patients, drug-resistant TB as well as extra-pulmonary TB. Consequently, diagnostic delay and treatment initiation can be significantly shortened, reducing premature death and ongoing transmission [15].

This study found that men had more SNMTB 68 (33.0%) than women 55 (28.4%) as shown in Table 4. This is in agreement with other studies including a study by WHO [17] [18]. These results however are only based on global statistics in developed countries. Currently, there is no conclusive evidence of gender-based difference in the occurrence of TB and HIV-co-infection in developing countries.

As shown in Figure 1, the most affected age category with SN-PTB was >31 to ≤45 years (80%), followed by >45 to ≤60 years (21%). The economically productive age groups are primarily affected and thus impacting the Namibian society in terms of loss of economic productivity due to absenteeism, loss of potential tax revenue, loss of trained human resources and ever-rising health care costs. This is consistent with findings of other studies [6] [18]. The age preponderance to SN-PTB could also be due to the fact that these groups are sexually active, therefore encountering sexual partners in whom both TB and HIV are both prevalent [18].

7. Conclusion

Most of the people with SN-PTB were co-infected with HIV. Furthermore, the GeneXpert’s sensitivity was found to be high while the specificity was low. Even though this is the case, the GeneXpert as compared to DM can significantly reduce false negatives and the delay on treatment initiation can be significantly shortened, reducing premature death and ongoing transmission. Further studies are needed to define the impeding factors and to identify a simple and efficient way to enhance the specificity of the GeneXpert for detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in HIV/TB co-infected patients.
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